Vernier acuity: effects of chromatic content, blur and contrast.
Offset thresholds were measured for targets whose horizontal profiles were either Gaussian or odd-symmetric Gabor functions. The targets were defined either by variation along the constant B or the constant R & G axes of color space or by luminance variation. Blur was varied in the case of the Gaussian targets by varying the standard deviation of the distribution and in the case of the Gabor functions by varying the spatial frequency of the sinusoidal component. Detection thresholds for all the stimuli were measured. The contrast of the targets used in the measurement of offset thresholds was varied from just above detection threshold to the maximum that could be produced. The offset thresholds obtained with targets of different chromatic composition are nearly identical when blur and contrast relative to detection threshold are held constant. We attribute the slight advantage held by luminance targets over chromatic targets for narrow Gaussians to the detectability of low frequency components of the chromatic targets which are of little use in the assessment of offsets. This conjecture is supported by the complete absence of such an advantage in the case of Gabor targets.